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Abstract

Strong excitation induced changes in spectra of J-aggregates are described, taking into account the exciton–exciton

annihilation produced excess energy degradation. Relevance between the features of difference absorption spectra and

the pathways for excess energy created additional off-diagonal disorder are established. The observed previously in-

tensity-dependent blue shift of the transmission spectra of the J-aggregates is interpreted as contributed from exciton to

exciton annihilation produced changes of the J-aggregate disorder.

� 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In the last few years the investigation and
modeling of transient degenerate four-wave mix-

ing (DFWM) in J-aggregates is a subject of

intensive discussion due to their promising po-

tentials for applications as highly nonlinear opti-

cal materials [1,2]. In particular, pump–probe

spectroscopy has proven to be a valuable tool to

investigate the nonlinearity of the J-aggregates

both in solid state and aqueous solution, and here
intensity dependent differential absorption spectra

were found as characteristic for J-aggregates

[2–4].

It was suggested recently [5] too, that some

change of inhomogeneity in the ensemble of J-

aggregates during excitation may be responsible
for the unusual spectral features as obtained in

pump–probe experiments. It should be stressed on

this occasion, that optical line shapes of disor-

dered aggregates were analyzed in a number of

papers [6–8], were effects of both static and dy-

namic disordering were accounted for. These

comprehensive studies of the line shapes and

pump–probe spectra of molecular aggregates,
however, leaves many question concerning the

time- and excitation-dependent pump–probe

spectra still open. On the other hand, such type of

measurements turns out to be an excellent tool

providing specific information on the energy deg-

radation as well as charge separation processes. It

is of great importance, therefore, to figure out
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how the excitation induced changes of the disor-

dering maps onto the time- and excitation-

dependent pump–probe spectra.

When considering strong-field response of mo-

lecular aggregates, crucial importance of exciton–

exciton annihilation, as it has been found in [9,10],
should be stressed. These effects become of great

importance in forming the optical response of the

aggregate subsystem as the pump intensity rises.

As the nonlinearity in J-aggregates becomes de-

pendent on the coherence length (the number of

molecules over which the excitation is delocalized),

annihilation and the amount of disorder in the

aggregated chains affect the optical response in a
great deal under the strong excitation conditions.

Moreover, both processes are closely related to

each other. Actually, the annihilation constant in

the aggregate exhibits a dependence on the (mean)

coherence length. On the other hand, energy deg-

radation processes (after the annihilation event)

from the second excited manifold in molecular

aggregates due to the excess energy redistribution
over the vibrational and rotational modes, may

result in the rotation of the aggregate moiety

around its axis, producing change of inhomoge-

neity i.e. reducing the coherence length. Because

the spectra of the disordered aggregate (eigen-

values of the eigenstates and the transition

strengths) depend on the amount of the disorder,

any changes of disordering parameters (arising
after exciton–exciton annihilation due to the pro-

duced excess energy degradation e.g.) will strongly

affect the difference absorption spectra of linear

aggregate.

Recently we have demonstrated [11–13], that

such a transient disordering does affect pump

probe spectra for the particular case of off-

diagonal disordering. In this paper, we provide a
more comprehensive analysis on the excess

energy produced disordering effects on the

pump–probe spectra under strong excitation

conditions. Starting with the main steps in cal-

culation of the spectra of the disordered aggre-

gate in Section 2, specific numeric calculations of

the difference absorption spectra for two possible

pathways of energy degradation processes in J-
aggregates are given in Section 3, followed by

conclusions.

2. Background of the model and calculation pro-

cedure

2.1. Stick spectra of linear aggregates (static

disordering)

Assuming that the molecules of an ensemble of

aggregates exhibit strong inter-molecular interac-

tions (in comparison to molecular–bath interac-

tions) we will describe aggregate excitations in

terms of collective excitation states (excitons) over

the aggregates. In the well-known fermionization

model [14,15] the linear spectra of such a media are
known as to be formed from collectivized eigen-

states in N excitonic manifolds [16–18]. Further we

will use this approach and perform our study on

two excitonic manifolds of one-dimensional

chains.

When taking into account nearest-neighbor in-

teraction of the molecules, the eigenvalues of the

collectivized states �k and �k1;k2 in these manifolds
for N perfectly ordered (homogeneous) linear ag-

gregates are given by the following expressions

[14,15]

�k ¼ �þ 2J cos
pk

N þ 1
; �k1;k2 ¼ �k1 þ �k2; ð1Þ

where k ¼ pj=ðN þ 1Þ with j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N , and J ,
� being inter-molecular interaction and site exci-

tation energy, respectively. In fact, the molecular

J-aggregates in solution appear in long chains

(over 10 000 units), the so-called macro-aggregate,
where the macro-aggregate is considered to be an

ensemble of meso-aggregates, with size distribu-

tion. But even under ideal preparation conditions

the meso-aggregate chain never becomes ideal

and contains a certain number of rotated

molecule and molecular segments. This �static�
disorder reduces to a certain amount the delo-

calization of excitation or with other words the
coherence length within the aggregate. The

spectra of disordered aggregates were analysed

previously by perturbative procedure in [6] and

by the direct numerical diagonalization [7] of the

interaction Hamiltonian with the (static) site en-

ergy disorder. In fact, for the line shape analysis

one should deal with the Hamiltonian of the

form
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H ¼ H0 þ Hint; H0 ¼
XN
m¼1

XN
n¼1

Hmnjnihmj; ð2Þ

where Hmn ¼ ðh�i þ DnÞdm;n þ Jn;m and summation
runs over the n ðn ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;NÞ possible one-

molecule excitations jni of the aggregate and Hint

denotes interaction of the molecular system with

its environment and external fields. h�i stands in

(2) for the average molecular excitation energy, Dn

is the offset energy of the molecule n, and Jnm is the

inter-molecular interaction between molecules n
and m.

Considering the interaction Hamiltonian Hint as

small perturbation, the eigenstates and eigenvec-

tors for the particular realization of the disorder

will be found by diagonalizing the N � N matrix

Hnm numerically. Then the kth eigenvalue �k gives

the energy of the eigenstate k, whereas the kth ei-

genvector /k 	 f/k1;/k1; . . . ;/kNg specifies its

wave-function in k-space

jwki ¼
XN
n¼1

/knjni: ð3Þ

It is straightforward now to evaluate the spectra

resulting from transitions among ground-state,

one-exciton and two-exciton bands. Let us intro-

duce the electric dipole moment operator
l̂l ¼ l

PN
n¼1 jnih0j, with l being transition dipole

moment of the monomer molecule. The explicit

expressions for quantities of interest: Mk
0 ¼ hkjl̂lj0i

– electric dipole matrix elements from the ground

state to the kth state in the first manifold, and:

Mq
k ¼ hqjl̂ljki – electric dipole matrix element from

the k-th state in the first manifold to the state

characterized by excitonic ‘‘wave numbers’’
q 	 ðk1; k2Þ in the second manifold may be calcu-

lated in a straightforward way by using the ex-

pansion coefficients /kn of the Eq. (3) [12,16,17]. In

the presence of static disorder Mk
0 and Mq

k consti-

tute inhomogeneously broadened one- and two-

exciton bands of an aggregate. Making use of the

fact that the limited number of the eigenvalues are

responsible for the stick spectrum of the disor-
dered aggregate, further we restrict our analysis to

20 collectivized states in the bottom of the excited

state manifold (k ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; 20) and appropriate

transitions to the second excited state manifold.

Numerical evaluations show, that more than 95%

of the oscillator strength of interest is considered

in this case.

It should be noted in conclusion to this sub-

section, that the validity of perturbation approxi-

mation requires that the shifts for the eigenvalues
(energy of the collectivized states) are small com-

pared with the differences between theses states.

On the other hand, under real experimental situ-

ation the twofold reduction of the coherence

length under strong excitation may be considered

as realistic. If this is the case, one becomes from

the Eq. (1) the eigenvalue-shift for the most pro-

nounced k ¼ 1 state as large as pJ=N , which cor-
responds to the energy offset to the next eigenvalue

of the aggregate. In other words, the perturbative

treatment of the energy spectra of the aggregate is

inconsistent with the problem under consideration.

This is seen also from the Fig. 1, where the stick

spectra as obtained by numerical diagonalization

of the Hamiltonian matrix ðN ¼ 100Þ of an ag-

gregate for the two particular sets for the standard
deviations of the offset energy Dn and the inter-

molecular interaction Jnm (rJ and r�, respectively):

rJ ¼ r� ¼ 0:10� jJ j (a) and rJ ¼ 0:20� jJ j,

Fig. 1. Stick spectra of the aggregate ensembles having

Gaussian distributions with different (set) of standard devia-

tions of diagonal (energies of the individual molecules) and off-

diagonal (inter-molecular interaction) matrix elements Hmn:

rJ ¼ r� ¼ 0:10� jJ j (black bars) and rJ ¼ 0:20� jJ j, r� ¼
0:10� jJ j (grey bars). For every case 50 000 realizations of

disorder are averaged for the aggregate chains consisting of

N ¼ 100 monomers, jJ j ¼ 600 cm�1. Modelled aggregate line

shape (for the case first set of the disorder parameters) is shown

on the insert, together with the experimentally measured room

temperature spectrum of the PIC Br J-aggregate.
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r� ¼ 0:10� jJ j, jJ j ¼ 600 cm�1Þ (b). It is seen from

this picture, that the overall shift of the inhomo-

geneous band of the aggregate is comparable even

to its width. The modelled spectra of the aggregate

(for the case (a) of the disorder parameters) is

shown in the insert to this figure together with the
experimentally measured room temperature spec-

tra of the PIC Br J-aggregate. Details of the line

modelling are described in the following section.

2.2. Line shape of an aggregate (dynamic dis-

ordering)

Considering an aggregate embedded in an en-
vironment (solution or glass) the line broadening

arising from the interactions with environment

modes should be taken into account. Following

Kubo stochastic line shape theory [19,20] for sys-

tem–bath fluctuations we will include line broad-

ening effects considering that site energy offsets Dn

underlay stochastic fluctuations, i.e. we write the

site offset energy as following: DnðtÞ ¼ Dn þ DnðtÞ,
where DnðtÞ is a stochastic process with a mean

value zero and amplitude D. We assume this pro-

cess to be a Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process, uncor-

related for different site numbers

hDnðtÞDmðt0Þi ¼ dmnD
2 exp

�jt � t0j
sc

� �
;

hDðtÞi ¼ 0; ð4Þ

where the sc denotes the correlation time of the

process.

Further consideration of the aggregate spectra

in terms of the excitonic states implies that

D=r� < 1. Noting, that static disorder reduces the

delocalization of excitation over an aggregate to

some amount (exciton delocalization length Ncoh)
of molecular units, these segments play now a role

of an optical unit responding to the optical field

[6]. The time-dependent perturbation DkðtÞ of the

collectivized state energy �k to the first order in D
can be written as an average over the single-

molecular inhomogeneities of the molecular units

of the particular segment

DkðtÞ ¼
1

Nk
coh

XNk
coh

j¼1

DnðtÞ: ð5Þ

In general, in order to proceed with the spectra

of the aggregate, the stochastic Liouville equation

has to be analyzed [19,20,28]. On the other hand,

we have restricted us for small dispersion of dy-

namic disorder as compared to the static one.

Considering tens of femtoseconds as reasonable
value for sc at room temperature, we face in this

case to the well-known fast fluctuating regime

ðs�1
c > DÞ. As it was shown in [22,23] exchange

narrowing of the absorption line shape of a linear

aggregate occurs even in this case.

To be more specific, we evaluate the corre-

sponding delocalization length Nk
coh according to

the formula [7,21]

Nk�1

coh ¼ 1

Nqð�kÞ
XN
j¼1

dð�k

*
� �jÞ

XN
n¼1

/4
j;n

+
: ð6Þ

Appropriate coherence lengths calculated for

two cases considered above (see Fig. 1) are depicted

in Fig. 2. It is seen that segments of 5–10 molecules

contribute to the aggregate spectra of interest
mainly. For J ¼ 600 cm�1 taken in this calcula-

tion, we find J=N < s�1
c . Consequently, site energy

fluctuations over the segment molecules cannot be

regarded as uncorrelated in Eq. (5) and according

to the estimations made in [23] exchange narrowing

factor in this case is about 2. Therefore, consider-

ing 60 fs as a reasonable value for the dephasing

time of monomer molecule at room temperature,
we evaluate aggregate spectra by summarizing in-

Fig. 2. Wavelength-dependencies of the exciton delocalization

lengths (solid squares) and absorbance spectra of the aggregate

ensembles (solid lines), depicted for the same sets of the stan-

dard deviations of the matrix elements Hmn as in Fig. 1:

rJ ¼ r� ¼ 0:10� jJ j (1) and rJ ¼ 0:20� jJ j, r� ¼ 0:10� jJ j (2).
The spectra are evaluated summarizing Lorenz-type line shapes

with 80 cm�1 width.
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puts from homogeneously broadened (Lorentz-

type) lines having their width 80 cm�1. The re-

sulting spectra obtained after summation within

the inhomogeneously (due to the static disorder)

broadened band are shown in Fig. 2 by lines. In the

following section we will follow the above de-
scribed procedure for the evaluation of the spectra

of the disordered aggregates.

3. Disorder produced changes of pump–probe

spectra

Because of long linear p-electron system and

weak interaction between different aggregated

molecules in PIC J-aggregates, rising up of the

(exciton–exciton annihilation and subsequent en-

ergy degradation processes produced) disordering
after strong excitation is a pronounced secondary

process. The question, therefore, appears what

stages of the excess energy degradation process

undergoes the aggregate and whether this process

can be monitored by time resolved pump–probe

spectra. Especially, the question whether local ef-

fects in the separate (excited) aggregate can be

distinguished should be stressed. To clear out this
problem, consider two different stages of the excess

energy degradation after the annihilation: (1) di-

rect transformation of the excess energy within a

separated aggregate, on which the annihilation

event has taken place; (2) bath assisted relaxation,

which causes the overall changes of static and

dynamic disorder in the ensemble of aggregates.

To analyze the mentioned question about the
consequences of the two relaxational models to

discuss, we introduce the terminus �cold�, �warm� or
�hot� for ensembles depending on the excess energy

affected distribution of disorder in the system. A

cold ensemble means in this notation an ensemble

in which no additional disorder appears after the

excitation (obviously, an initial not excited aggre-

gate belongs to this kind of ensemble too). A warm
ensemble is given, if the excess energy (created due

to the exciton–exciton annihilation and sub-

sequent energy degradation processes) is equally

distributed over the macro-aggregate in the sense

of an (internal) thermal bath. The notation �hot
ensemble� explains the situation when the excess

energy is stored primary in an aggregate segment

(meso-aggregate), over which the exciton–exciton

annihilation happened. This situation differs from

the previous one, that molecules in two ensembles

(cold and hot) co-exist at the same time. Different

ensembles are characterized by a different degree
of disorder.

We will analyze pump–probe experiments cor-

responding to the measurement of the difference

transmission/absorption spectrum (DAS) of the

probe pulse under the excitation conditions in

comparison with the unexcited sample. DAS is

related in this case to the appropriate signal

DAðk; sÞ at a given wavelength k and delay s be-
tween the pump and probe pulses. In order to

follow the evolution of the excited system under

consideration, the Liouville density matrix equa-

tion in a representation of collective states jwki, jqi
(given by Eq. (3)) should be solved. Such calcula-

tions were performed in our recent papers [11,12]

for the particular case of disorder realization and

rather small N (¼ 40) molecules.
Further we provide more comprehensive anal-

ysis of the nonlinear pump–probe spectra resulted

from the excess energy induced disorder changes,

basing on the calculation procedure for the ag-

gregate ðN ¼ 100Þ spectra discussed above. Rather

than following time evolution of the spectra, we

will call attention to characteristic features of DAS

as produced by an additional disorder in the ex-
cited aggregate at the specific delay times between

pump and probe pulses.

Actually, disordering induced changes of

pump–probe spectra may be analyzed by treating

two ensembles of aggregates with different amount

of static and dynamic disorder. Denote Sk;q
1;2ðkÞ the

spectrum contributions originated from the tran-

sitions to jki and jqi manifolds of an ensemble 1 or
2. Suppose, that short external perturbation

(pump pulse e.g.) excites some amount of aggre-

gate segments into the first excited state manifold

jki. Disregarding annihilation processes at this

moment, the difference absorption changes read as

following

DAðkÞ ¼ �2Sk
1ðkÞ þ Sq

1ðkÞ: ð7Þ

Assuming instant relaxation of the excitation

from the twofold excited (two-exciton) state, the
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exciton–exciton annihilation can be considered as

an event during which two population quanta

disappear in the first excited state manifold, cre-

ating the populations on the ground and excited

states. This process is accompanied by excess en-
ergy creation and, consequently, producing con-

ditions for additional aggregate disordering.

In the case of the bath-assisted excess energy

degradation, overall disordering of the aggregates

due to the exciton–exciton annihilation should be

considered and difference absorption changes read

DAðkÞ ¼ Sk
2ðkÞ � Sk

1ðkÞ: ð8Þ
On the other hand, if the additional disorder ap-
pears on the separate hot segment (over which

exciton–exciton annihilation happens), it is rea-

sonable to assume, that excitations within the

remaining ensemble of segments diminish consid-

erable faster. As a result, annihilation process

populates excited state of the hot ensemble of ag-

gregate segments, producing difference absorption

changes as follows

DAðkÞ ¼ �Sk
1ðkÞ � Sk

2ðkÞ þ Sq
2ðkÞ: ð9Þ

To clear out the origin of the spectra presented

in this paper, it is instructive to outline, that (as it

is seen from the Eqs. (7)–(9) the DAS arise as

contributions from changes of the absorption and

stimulated emission, giving rise to positive and

negative branches of the spectra, respectively.
(Here we do not consider coherent effects, which

appear due to the four-wave mixing at the zero

delay time [26–28].) Specifically, in the case of the

bath assisted excess energy degradation, DAS

(given by Eq. (8)) is produced simple from

bleaching in the spectra of the initial (1) ensemble

of aggregates, as well as absorption in the spectra

of additionally disordered (2) ensemble of aggre-
gates. The situation differs, nevertheless, if one

accounts for hot (excited and additionally disor-

dered) segments, instead of overall changes of the

disorder. In this case DAS (given by Eq. (9)) is

produced both by induced absorption and emis-

sion from excited state of the hot ensemble of

aggregates, in addition to bleaching in the spectra

of the initial one.
In Figs. 3 and 4. wavelength dependencies of

the stick spectra as well as DAS as obtained ac-

Fig. 3. Normalized wavelength-dependence (a) of the nonlinear

absorption changes (solid line) in the case of bath-assisted ex-

cess energy relaxation. Linear DAS (weak-excitation limit) de-

picted here for visualization purposes by dashed line. Both

negative and positive signals of the nonlinear DAS (solid line)

result from the shift of the J-aggregate band due to the rise of

the standard deviation of inter-molecular interactions. Con-

tributing stick spectra (Sk
1ðkÞ, Sk

2ðkÞ) are shown above (b).

Fig. 4. Normalized wavelength-dependence (a) of the nonlinear

absorption changes (solid line) in the case when energy relax-

ation appears primary on a separate aggregate segment (local

heating). The considerable blue shift of the negative dip for the

nonlinear DAS (solid line) should be pointed out here. Linear

DAS (weak-excitation limit) depicted here for the visualization

purposes. Contributing stick spectra Sk
1;2ðkÞ, S

q
2ðkÞ are shown

above (b).
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cording to Eqs. (7)–(9) are shown. The DAS prior

to the annihilation processes are depicted here by

dashed line. Note, that the negative dip of this

linear DAS appears here on the red side of the

maximum of the aggregate spectra (down sticks

above), whereas the maximum of the positive sig-
nal is �blue� shifted with respect to the transition

maximum in the excited state manifold. These

shifts, originating simple by interplay between

positions of the transition frequencies as well

corresponding line-widths, were shown as one

possible limitation for estimation of the coherence

length of the aggregate from the pump–probe

measurements [24,25].
Let us turn to the comment of the nonlinear

(exciton–exciton annihilation produced) effects of

the DAS starting with that depicted in Fig. 3 by

solid line. In this (bath assisted excess energy

degradation) case DAS results simply from the

shift of the maximum of the J-aggregate band as

the off diagonal disorder rise-up. It should be

stressed that despite both (depicted by solid and
dashed lines) spectra on Fig. 3 qualitative look

similar to each other (both are characterized by

negative dip near the aggregate band maximum

and blue shifted positive signal), the origin of the

spectra shown in this figure is different. Negative

and positive signals of the nonlinear DAS (solid

line) are caused by the shift of the maximum of the

J-aggregate band as the off diagonal disorder rises-
up, rather than from the transitions from the ex-

cited state of an aggregate, like in linear DAS

(dashed line).

Let us consider now the situation, when excess

energy produced changes appear as an additional

off-diagonal disordering on the separate (hot)

segment of an aggregate. Appropriate DAS and

stick spectra for this case are shown in Fig. 4.
Dashed line (as in previous picture) correspond

here to the linear case and is depicted for illus-

tration purposes, whereas solid line correspond for

situation under interest. Considerable shift of DAS

as appeared in this case results from spectrally

blue-shifted transitions to two-exciton state (in-

duced absorption) and ground state (emission),

rather than the shift of the entire J-aggregate
spectrum. Additionally, it is important to stress

that the dip of the bleaching appears here at the

blue side from the maximum of the aggregate

spectra, whereas it remains on the red one for the

bath-assisted (thermalized) case. Note, that blue

shifts observed experimentally in [2,3] when rising

pump intensities both for the negative and positive

maxima of DAS is a hint that energy degradation
processes in J-aggregates undergo hot stages after

the exciton–exciton annihilation in strongly ex-

cited aggregates.

4. Conclusion

We have examined the dynamic disordering
effects on the difference absorption spectra by

considering possible stages and pathways of en-

ergy degradation processes after the exciton–exci-

ton annihilation event. As it follows from this

consideration these stages map onto specific dif-

ference transmission spectra, which can by used to

identify the pathway of the excess energy degra-

dation process, induced by exciton–exciton
annihilation. Specifically, comparison of the the-

oretically calculated DA spectra with the experi-

mental observations [2–5,12] give hint for the

excess energy degradation model in which direct

transformation of the excess energy appears pri-

mary on a separated aggregate segment, on which

the annihilation event has happened. The sudden

‘‘heating’’ of such an excited aggregate, considered
here, produces blue-shift in the DAS spectra, as

observed experimentally [2–5,12]. To the end it is

instructive to point out here that the well-known

kinematic exciton–exciton interaction (due to the

Pauli exclusion) results in blue shifted absorption

of the aggregate and, consequently, produces po-

sitive signal of the DAS spectra. On the contrary,

the effect considered above appears due to the
blue-shifted emission from the excited aggregate.

Therefore, under certain excitation conditions

lasing should be expected from transient stages of

aggregate ensembles due to the excess off-diagonal

disorder.

In conclusion, twisting of the carbon–carbon

bond can be discussed as a real source for an ad-

ditional off-diagonal disorder in PIC J-aggregates.
This mechanism, generally believed to be respon-

sible for internal conversion to the ground state in
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polymethine monomer molecule, may be consid-

ered as a ‘‘photochemical funnel’’ for excess energy

relaxation in twofold excited aggregate.
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